Are you and your work
colleagues aware of the
damage or consequences
that a computer Security
Breach will have?
Are you aware as a director
of an organisation that you
are responsible for all data
on the system irrespective of
who downloaded it or put it
there?
Do your staff appreciate the
necessity of Compliance?
Are you or your staff
Security Savvy?

The aim of Digicore’s Security Awareness training programme is to help
employees understand and appreciate not only the value of their company’s
information assets but also the consequences in case these assets are
compromised.
Each day organisations are
faced with an increasing
number of threats. While
hackers and viruses
are attacking from the
Internet, social engineers
or disgruntled employees
may be circumventing
security internally as well
as externally.
A formal Security
Awareness Training
programme can address
these threats by educating
employees. The purpose of
the programme is to help
employees to recognise
threats and vulnerabilities
and respond to them
appropriately.
Safeguarding workplace
information is just as crucial as protecting your identity or bank account.
Identity thieves, hackers and malicious computer programs roam the Internet
searching for easy targets, such as undefended computers or end users with
poor security habits.
With the support of one of the most successful and prestigious Computer
Security and Forensics organisations (7SafeUK part of PA Consulting Group)
Digicore brings over 40 years’ Security experience to the Irish Marketplace
having worked with multinational, blue-chip and government organisations
domestically and internationally.
We recognise that employee and contractor behaviour with access to data is the
primary source of costly breaches for many organisations. We understand the
risks to systems and help educate end users on how to prepare to defend them.
Preparation begins with understanding…..and that’s where our
Security Awareness Programme can help your organisation.
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Benefits for your Organisation
•
•

Provides your organisation with a comprehensive overview of Security Awareness.
Teaches end users the fundamentals of information security as well as best practices regarding:
• password management,
• viruses,
• malware,
• trojan horses,
• social networking,
• malicious insiders,
• physical security,
• social engineering,
• phishers,
• acceptable use policies and incident response.

•

An information security conscious workforce can significantly reduce the number and extent of
information security breaches. The sooner a breach is identified, the lower the cost of addressing it
will be.
An awareness programme provides the greatest return on investment and has the greatest positive
impact on a company’s security. The cost of a Security Awareness Programme is quickly realised
when tools and procedures are followed and employees understand how to be more secure.

•

Programme Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Viruses : Truth and Myths, What to and what not to do?
Password: How secure is your password and how easy is it to crack?
Workstation security: Who is looking at your data?
Continuity: If disaster happens are you ready?
Destruction of sensitive materials: How to ensure that it’s permanent?
Photography: Are there inappropriate images on your system?
Systematic removal of accesses: Who can access your system?
Laptops: Data Encryption and remote wipe.
Don’t be afraid to say no.
Piggybacking and tailgating awareness.
Social engineering: People Hacking the most effective breach.
Operations security: Patch Management.
Backing up your data: Plan for disaster recovery.
Security incidents: Your obligation under Data Protection Laws.

Digicore can customise our Security Awareness Training Programme to incorporate your company’s
policies and procedures and work closely with you to tailor the learning experience in the most effective
way.
For more information please contact Linda at 01 685 4942 or email linda@digicore.ie
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